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                                                           Aleph-2

 -  8/19/76 11:15AM ATS 0.1 mg no effects.
 -  8/23/76 10:00AM ATS 0.3 mg no effects.
 -  8/28/76 11:00AM ATS 0.6 mg no effects.
 -   9/2/76 11:20AM ATS 1.0 mg no effects.

 ±  9/22/76 4:45PM ATS 1.6 mg at [1:30] maybe effects; at [2:30] there is some
      sort of threshold (in French class) - not disruptive but believable - to bed
      although completely silent (at[7:00]) - no sleep but at the time logical
      self-images for 3 more hours. Some sleep eventually. Next day OK - Next night
      sound sleep. Threshold?

 + 10/31/76 10AM ATS 2.0 mg - first hints at [1:20] - very subtle - no window - all
      afternoon lunch [2:00], drive to library at berkeley [3:00] even into recital
      at club [6:00] an unworldly sun - [with] color effects at the edges. people
      looked strange - 1st time in months, I am reminded of mescaline. True
      threshold of a subtle drug.

 +  11/6/76 11:20AM ATS 3.0 mg [0:00]-[1:10] first possible effect - lunch - not
      too hungry. [2:00] still running threshold [2:20] diarrhea - movement of rug?
      colors in towel? [4:20] eash paresthesia -  I am under the interesting cloud
      of some drug effect, but at a very mind level - Things will happen at the
      next dose level I am sure.

   11/21/76 9:45AM ATS 5.0mg Completely effective level. See page 205
           
                             all data now continues on 205

      Additional data on 5-OCH3-DMT

──>  3 mg  March 15, 1977 - ATS, Colin, Brent onset within a minute, except for
     Brent quite a bit longer. Spectrum [with] Colin & ATS similar, and similar
     to p 195 notes. Brent - eyes - closed experiences of Heimerzheim + calif
     beach at same time - convincing demonstration of 2 separate levels of
     existence - After 10 min, second experiment  to 1st. Lingering effect in≅
     Brent for ~20 min into restaurant - unwilling to go ahead alone - and no
     before-dinner drink. No residua.

──>  ~10 mg April 1, 1977 - ATS - as much as possible taken from a 20 mg cigarette-���
     effects before 1 min - max at ~ 2-3 min - drop nearly out but not completely,
     by 6 min. - Strictly stoning - an ASC with no sensory or interpretive over-
     tones.

──>  ~10 mg Feb 11, 1978 - ATS consumption of 25mg in three consecutive��
     administrations (from a 25mg Tanacetum Cigarette. Stoned within a min. largely
     recovered within a couple of more minutes. All the visions < 20 minutes.

──>  1 mg in [PMSO] - left tricep 7/24/78 11:50PM - n.e.��


